CALL COMES FOR 36 UNIVERSE MEN TO ENTER SERVICE SOON

Theodore W. MacRae Receives Letter Describing Plans for Old-AGE Men's Hospital Corps.

WILL GO TO FRANCE IMMEDIATELY

Captain Numa Approved Plan and Calls Meeting at Office in Old Capitol Today.

The opportunity for those persons who have chosen to serve their country in the war under the American flag has come.

Theodore Numa, secretary of the alumni association, reported today to the students' council on the Intercollegiate Intelligence Bureau, and the plans for a hospital corps composed of College and faculty men from colleges and universities of the country and stating that the University will be called upon to contribute

$25,000 ENDOWMENT MAY BE GIFTED THROUGH GRADUATING CLASS

Plan to Devote From Custom and Make Large Endowment Within Period of 25 Years.

Biggest Thing Yet Undertaken

Money Will Be Used to Further Interests of Both Alexander and the University.

The memorial committee of the class of 1917, which had previously decided that the class monograph for this year be a pledge of $25,000 to endow the University justly and not, according to the secretary of the Intercollegiate Intelligence Bureau, and the plans for a hospital corps composed of College and faculty men from colleges and universities of the country and stating that the University will be called upon to contribute

DIGNITY CHARACTERIZES JESSUP'S INAUGURATION

UNIVERSITY PLAYS HOSTEED TO HOSTED NATIONAL FIGURES

Events of Day Staged With Glee—President Jessup Takes Office in Afternoon.

GOVERNOR HARRISON MAKES 2 TALKS

Nursing Given Over to Receiving Greetings—Committee in Charge is Highly Praised.

THIRD DAY KEEPS UP PACE

Some Free to the War—But This Is Going to Be Enlarged.

of the university as the institution in the past and the

Deputy Representative Public Schools

The school boards should be a center radiating happiness and in

in the era of the past and the hopes for its great work in the future.

President Past-Master of Columuia University represented the Founda-

tion universities in the United States. President Albert Ross Hill of the University of Minnesota addressed the assembly. He spoke of the achievements of the university as an institution in the past and the hopes for its great work in the future.

the University to the hands of a young man, but this is the day of young men, and we are notservicesthis occasion on this

The day's schedule of events opens at 9 o'clock and includes the dedication of the Memorial Committee of the class of 1917, which

In this era of the past and the hopes for its great work in the future.

The money will be used to provide an accurate record of graduates and for

JUNIOR ANNUAL TO MAKE APPEARANCE ON MONTDAY, MAY 13

Editors Declare They Have Tried to Special Plans Made for Delivery Have Gone to Pt. Robinson, of Hawkseys to Men Who

The original date, May 27, set for the delivery of the 1918 Hawkseys is not far away, according to the manager of the store.

The plan was made to include in the hands of the binders and that they would be sent in Iowa City in three different shipments, arriving on the 11th, 14th and 17th.

Go to Odubouk, Mr. Maxwell recently made a trip to Canada to watch the progress of the book while in the printer's hands and reports that the quality of print-

ing goes to be a very high standard and pointed to a well balanced and artistic publication.

The aim of the staff this year, as in the past, has been to surpass the standards imposed by the best of previous books not only in quality of design but also in the representation of the ever-changing interests and activities of the university.

Special plans have been taken in the selection of bindings and in the art work embodied throughout the various sections. The attempt has been made to give the book dignity and character and without making it heavy.

The "need sense" is especially large this year and has been given a separate place in the book intended for capturing it throughout the book, as illustrated. This is an especially excellent portion of the "feature section" which claims no one.

War Activities Distribution

Special arrangements have been made with the State Highway Department that all those who have ordered books

CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Governor W. L. Harding brought the bands to a rousing close with a short, clever talk in which he praised W. A. Jennings highly and declared that when first he knew President Jouett he had wondered how on earth he had managed to secure such an excellent wind.

"But when I got to be Governor of the state, I found that President Jouett was the best 'boiler' in the world and that he showed what he was doing after," he said.

MANNSCHEIEN AFTERNOON PARADE

At about 3 o'clock delegates from other colleges and universities, faculty and students of the University, attended all colleges, and members of the board of education formed a color line and, headed by the University band, marched down to the armory for the most important session of the entire inaugural program. The pupil delegates took part in the parade were stoved by thousands who lined the streets on both sides of the avenue.

President D. D. Hayne, a state board of education, presided over the procession, and Flag

COME TO CHURCH SUNDAY
10:45 Out Before 12
"The Parting of Friends"—Sermon for Students who leave college;
Soldiers who go to war; And for all who stay behind.

50% Discount
To Students who
Enlist in the
Army, Navy, Farm or Red Cross Service
PASTIME THEATRE
Monday--Tuesday
Clara Kimball Young in
Hearts A Fire
Dunkel's Orchestra
5c and 10c

PASTIME THEATRE

Sunday School for Chipples
The spirited children on the third, fourth, and fifth forms of the school will attend the Presbyterian church tomorrow. They will be taken in cars by various

COMMERCE CLUB TO HOLD BANQUET
Citizen Editor Will Provide and Men From Family Will Be Speakers.

The second annual banquet of the Commerce University Club will be held at the Jefferson hotel Monday evening.

Elmer E. Johnston of the Iowa City Tribune and an attorney.

TROTT will be given as follows:
O. E. Klingerpin, "The School of Commerce and Business Man-
Senator G. Blinn, "The Thirty-
A. Briton, "Be School of Com-
President R. E. Storer, "The
"and T. J. P. Comparator, "The

UNITARIAN CHURCH
East Avenue
C. M. PERRY, Minister
Morning Service at 11: Ser-
"Why? A Man's Business"
Sunday School at ten. Kind-
Curriculum at 3. Y. P. R. A.

MORRISON'S PHARMACY

I Cut to Flip $1.25 to $6
The daily Iowa, State University of Iowa.

President William Lowe Bryan of the University of Indiana, who gave an address earlier in the program, emphasized the service of the university.

"The chief function of the university is to supplement common sense by the revelation of forces which are invisible to common sense," he began. Then he showed how common sense must be working the past year in cooperation with applied science if the problems of our day are to be solved.

Dr. John Simpson, a member of the faculty of the University, said the Iowa field, where the University is spending now, is far from a bankable note, and that the Iowa field is spending now is far from a bankable note.

The Iowa field, where the University is spending now, is far from a bankable note. That spirit has been crowded out, and is not a fair spirit of cooperation.

We may expect from the fact that the churches through oration as we see it. We may be stronger, and surveys everywhere to the end that education in more adequately supported, and the benefits are far more vastly dissertation than at any previous event.

"There have been brief intervals when it seemed as though a state-supported institution and church-supported institution might be working inconsequently. Rapidly, that spirit has been crowded out, and there is not a fair spirit of cooperation.

We may expect from the fact that the churches through oration as we see it. We may be stronger, and surveys everywhere to the end that education in more adequately supported, and the benefits are far more vastly dissertation than at any previous event.

The Iowa field, where the University is spending now, is far from a bankable note. That spirit has been crowded out, and is not a fair spirit of cooperation.

We may expect from the fact that the churches through oration as we see it. We may be stronger, and surveys everywhere to the end that education in more adequately supported, and the benefits are far more vastly dissertation than at any previous event. If you can’t pay cash, we will accept a bankable note.

If you can’t pay cash, we will accept a bankable note.

If you can’t pay cash, we will accept a bankable note.
"Be Seated Please!"

Yo Honoh—allow me to introduce

"GAVAGE"

and many others who will be featured at the

Grand Minstrel Show

A thundering comedy presented by the University Glee Club, FRIDAY EVE., MAY 18, at N. S. Auditorium

Admission 15 Cents